
The math behind climate predictions

?

Current climate 
models have been very

effective at recreating past
climate trends.

 
However, such modeling is

complex and contains
inherent uncertainties due

to the nature of the systems
involved.

 
The key to

using climate
models as a tool to

combat climate
change is to 

communicate them
effectively.

 
 

studies show that people
have trouble understanding: 

MIPs:
Model Intercomparison Project

21 sub-models that are evaluated to
answer key scientific questions about

global climate
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range

average

multi-values

easily understandable
might be perceived as if no
uncertainties occur

 
shows uncertainties
interpretations focus mostly on
worst and best outcomes

most accurate and transparent
can be too complex and detailed
information for some viewers

Why is modeling climate so difficult?

DECK:
Diagnostic, Evaluation and
Characterization of Klima

A set of common experiments to
establish continuity across sub-

models

Common standards,
coordination, infrastructure

and documentation

Together,  21 models run 190
experiments - totaling 40000

simulation hours!

The models that drive IPCC reports

Ways to communicate 
uncertainties

Are the predictions actually working?

CMIP6

Atmosphere    Carbon cycle   Geoengineering   Monsoons

Predictions           Forcings          Land-use      Scenarios

Climate predictions: Only
understandable by scientists?

multiple feedback loops and 
extended time delays in climate forcing

relationships between stock & flow 
in phenomena of accumulation 

climate as a process not an object

  Clouds            Impacts       Paleoclimate      Oceans + ice

The challenge: three-
dimensional fluid dynamics on a

rotating sphere!

Partial
differential
equations

Systems of
linear

equations

Reduce
complexity

(parameters)

The
problem
of scale

Climate systems are complex, bifurcated, 
unstable, non-linear, high-dimensional, and

CHAOTIC!

50 x 50 grid
resolution

Inverting a
2500 x
2500

matrix!
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For more
information

Disclosing uncertainties in studies
 increases trust in science

Trends in 20 year average surface temperatures
predicted by models (4th AR IPCC, 2007) largely
align with actual temperatures observed in the

Surface Temperature Index (GISTEMP) [8]

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp

